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ABSTRACT 
We solve the problem of the existence of a Schauder basis in non-archimedean Frechet spaces of 
countable type (stated in [3]). Using examples of real nuclear Frechet spaces without a Schauder 
basis (of Bessaga [I], Mitiagin [5] and Vogt [lo]) we construct examples of non-archimedean uclear 
Frechet spaces without a Schauder basis (even without the bounded approximation property). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean on-trivially valued 
field K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation 
) e ) : K -+ [0, cc). For fundamentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (1~s) 
and normed spaces we refer to [8], [6] and [7]. Schauder bases in locally convex 
spaces are studied in [2], [3], [4] and 191. 
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space of countable type is linearly home- 
omorphic to the Banach space CO of all sequences in !K converging to zero (with 
the sup-norm) ([7], Theorem 3.16), so it has a Schauder basis. It is also known 
that any metrizable lcs of finite type has a Schauder basis ([3], Theorem 3.5). In 
[9] we proved that any infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs contains an infinite- 
dimensional closed subspace with a Schauder basis. 
In this paper we solve the problem stated in [3], whether any Frechet space of 
countable type has a Schauder basis. We show that there exist nuclear Frechet 
spaces without a Schauder basis. First, we construct an infinite family of pair- 
wise-nonisomorphic nuclear Frtchet spaces with a strongly finite-dimensional 
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Schauder decomposition but without a Schauder basis (see Theorem 3 and 
Corollary 5). Next, we give two examples of nuclear Frechet spaces with a fi- 
nite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a strongly finite-di- 
mensional Schauder decomposition (see Theorem 7 and Corollary 9). Finally, 
we present an example of a nuclear Frechet space with a Schauder decomposi- 
tion but without a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (even without 
the bounded approximation property) (see Theorem 11). Our examples are non- 
archimedean modifications of the real nuclear FrCchet spaces without a 
Schauder basis constructed by Bessaga [l], Mitiagin [5], and Vogt [lo]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The linear span of a subset A of a linear space E is denoted by 1inA. 
The linear space of all continuous linear operators from a lcs E to itself will 
be denoted by L(E). 
A sequence (x,J in a lcs E is a Schauder basis of E if each x E E can be written 
uniquely as x = Cr= 1 ctnxn with on E Db, n E N, and the coefficient functionals 
fn : E + K, x + (~,(n E N) are continuous. 
A sequence (P,) of continuous linear non-zero projections on a lcs E is a 
Schauder decomposition of E if x = C,“, P,x for all x E E and P,P,,, = 0 for 
all n # m. 
A Schauder decomposition (P,) of a lcs E is Jinite-dimensionalif dim P,(E) < 
00 for n E N, and strongly jinite-dimensional if sup,, dim P,(E) < 00. Clearly, 
any lcs E with a Schauder basis has a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder de- 
composition. 
A lcs E has the bounded approximation property if there exists a sequence 
(An) c L(E) with dim A,(E) < 00 for n E N such that lim, A,x = x for all 
x E E. Of course any lcs E with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition 
has the bounded approximation property. 
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a functionp : E + [0, co) such 
thatp(ax) = la/p(x) for all (Y E K,x E E andp(x + y) 5 max(p(x),p(y)} for all 
x, y E E. A seminormp on E is a norm if Ker p := {x E E : p(x) = 0) = (0). 
Two norms p, q on a linear space E are equivalent if there exist positive 
numbers a, b such that up(x) 5 q(x) 5 bp(x) for every x E E. Every two norms 
on a finite-dimensional inear space are equivalent. 
Every n-dimensional cs is linearly homeomorphic to the Banach space lt6”. 
A lcs E is offinite type if for each continuous seminorm p on E the quotient 
space E/Ker p is finite-dimensional. A metrizable lcs E is ofcountable type if it 
contains a linearly dense countable set. 
A Frtchet space is a metrizable complete lcs. 
Any non-decreasing sequence (I] - 11,) o norms on a linear space E defines a f 
metrizable locally convex linear topology on E. This metrizable Its will be de- 
noted by (E, (11 . II,)). The sets {x E E : [lx/In 5 m-‘},n,m E N form a base of 
neighbourhoods of 0 in (E, (11 . II,)). A seminorm p on E is continuous iff there 
exist m E N and c > 0 such thatp(x) I cl]x&, for all x E E. 
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A subset B of a lcs E is compactoid if for each neighbourhood U of 0 in E 
there exists a finite subset A = {al, . . . ,a,}ofEsuchthatBc U+coA,where 
COA={C~=, aiai:al,..., a,EK,jall,..., IanI 5 1) is the absolutely convex 
hull of A. 
Let E and F be locally convex spaces. The linear map T : E + F is compact if 
there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that T(U) is compactoid in F. 
For any seminorm p on a lcs E the map p : E/Kerp -t [O, co), x + Kerp + 
p(x) is a norm on E/Kerp. 
A lcs E is nuclear if for every continuous seminorm p on E there exists a 
continuous seminorm q on E with q 2 p such that the map 
VP4 : WKew, 4) --+ (E/Kerp,p), x + Ker q + x + Kerp 
is compact. Any nuclear lcs is of countable type ([8], Corollary 4.14). 
3. RESULTS 
First we construct an infinite family of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear Fre- 
chet spaces with a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but 
without a Schauder basis (cf [l], [5]). 
Put No = {r e N : r > 1 and rl # 0 in W}, where 1 is the unit element of ll6. 
Clearly, the set NO is infinite. Let I E No. Let {ei , . . . , e,} be a basis of the linear 
space Dd’ and let e:, . . . , e: be the coefficient functionals of this basis. Putfi = 
CT=, ei,fi+ = CiCl eT andh’ = e,?_ 1 - ej+ for 2 <j 5 r. It is easy to see that 
e; = (rI)-’ [f,* + 2 (2 A*)] and e; = (et - 2 A*) ,2 < i I r. 
i=2 j=2 j=2 
Hence le;(x)I I Jrll-’ maxl Ifr*(x)] for all x E Dd’, 1 ij I r. 
Let n E N. Consider a finite sequence (I . li,j)JL i of norms on the space K’: 
IxlJ,j = 
{ 
max({T(j-‘)]ej*(x)l} U {2”jle;(x)I : i #j}) if 1 <j<r, 
Ir11-‘max({2”Tlfi*(x)I} U {2”(‘+l)]fi*(x)I : 1 > 1)) if j = r +, 1. 
Clearly, ]x];,~ 5 lx&+ 1 for all x E Db’, 1 Ij I r. 
Let ,B E Dd with IpI > 1. Set d = I/3\. For a linear operator T : K’ + K’, 
z* E (Wr)* and j 5 r + 1 we put I]Tll~,j = SUP{)TX~,‘,~ : x E K’, IXlIj 1.1) and 
ll~*]lL,~ = SUP{~Z*(X)[ : x E K', Ixl~,j 5 1). Then ]Tx& 5 d](T]]~,j]Xl~,j and 
Iz*(x)l 5 dllz*ll~,jlxl~,j for all x E W’,j I r + 1. 
We will need the following 
Lemma 1. Let (Tk) C ~(06’). Zf maxk dim Tk(Ddr) < r and cr’, Tkx = x, x E 
K’, then max{ ]tTk]lL,i : k E IV, j 5 r + 1) 2 2”de2. 
Proof. Let k E N: First we show that 
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(*) IeiTkell 5 max{y$; let Tkejl, ygy1fr'Tk.h 1). 
Let ti,j = e;Tkei for 1 5 i,j 5 r. Since dim Tk(I6’) < r, then there exist 
al,..., C+ E IIt6 and 1 5 jo < r such that ci=r d!jT@__ = 0 and maxj lO”jJ = 
Jaj,-,l > 0. Hence Ioo,jOl = 1 - ~jzj,, aji’aitj,joI 2 maxjf;j,, Itj,jbl.Thisyields (*), if 
js = 1. 
If jo > 1, then we have 
Itiojo + & ti,jo - iFl ti,l + lg2h’Tkh I 5 
max{~~~le:Tkejl,~~~Ifr*Tkfil). 
This proves (*). 
For 1 <‘i,j 5 r, i # jwe have le;Tkejl 5 d2)lefllIjllTkI);)ejl~,j I 
d22-“)1Tkll~,j2”(i-‘) = 2-“d2))Tkll;,j. 
For2 II I rwe obtain lf,*W~l I d211~*ll~,r+~ll~kll~,,+~lfil:,+~ 5 
d22-“(‘+‘+‘1( ((T/$,+r2”’ 2 2-“d2((Tk((;,,+r. 
Thus le;Tker I 5 2~“d2 max{ )I TkllL,j : 1 I j 5 r + l}, k E N. Hence we obtain 
. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 0 
Put pr = {(PI,. . . ,P~)E~‘:P~<P~<...<P~}. Let gr:N+@, be an in- 
finity-to-one surjection (it means that the inverse image of every singleton is 
infinite). 
Let it E N. Set po = 0 and o;(n) = (PI,. . . ,p,). Consider the following se- 
quence (11 . (I~,k)~zl of norms on the space X,’ = K’: 
Ixli,j+ 1 ifpj<kspj+r, Osj<r-1, 
llxll;,k = 
I4 L,r+l if k >pr. 
Clearly, 11x11,’ k I 11x11,’ k+ I for x E xl, k E h’. 
Let llIxIll~‘= supnn’l(xnllL,k for x = (xn) E nz=t x,l,k E N and 
Clearb5 (III . lllX2, is a non-decreasing sequence of norms on the linear space 
X’. 
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We have the following. 
Proposition 2. The metrizable lcs X’ = (JY, (1) . 1) $)FT 1) is a nuclear Fr;rtchet 
space with a stronglyjnite-dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
Proof. First we prove that X’ is a Frtchet space. Let (x”) be a Cauchy se- 
quence in Xr and x” = (xT)r=, , m E N. Then 
(*) Vk E NVE > OElM(c,k) > OVm,l> M(E,k)‘v’n E N : nkllx,” -x/II;., 5 E. 
Hence, for every n E N, (x/)z=, is a Cauchy sequence in (Xi, 1) . II,‘,,). Thus 
limm IIC - -3 In,, ’ r = 0 for some x,” E X,‘. Then lim, 11x,” - x~l& = 0 for all 
k E N, since dim X,l < co. By (*) we obtain 
(**) Vk E NVE > OVm > M(E,k)Vn E N : dllx,” -x,f& 5 E. 
Hence VkE NVm >M(l,k) : ~~~x”~\~~ <max{Illx’“JIJ;, ~IIx”‘-~~~~~}< 00, where 
x0 = (x,“). Thus x0 E X’. By (**), we have lim, (IIxm - x”lll~ = 0 for every 
k E N, so xm --+ x0 in X’. 
To prove that X’ is nuclear, it is enough to show that for all k E N, 6 > 0 there 
exists a finite subset A;(c) of X’ such that L?L+I( 1) c B;(e) + COAL(E), where 
BL+l(l) = {x E X’ : IIIxII(;+~ 5 I} and&(e) = {x E X’ : ~~~x/~~~ 5 E}. 
Let k E N, E > 0 and m E N with m > e-l. For n E N let {e;,l, . . . , e,‘,,} be a 
basis in XL with II CL= l@e&lli,k+, 2 maxl<j<, lail forall(Y1,. . .,& E K- 
Let x = (x~) E Bi+l (1) and x, = C;=l Q&e&, n E N. Since IIxn(lL,$+I 5 1, 
then x, E co{e;,l,. . . , e;,r},n E N. Put& = (0,. . . ,O,eL,j,O,. .) E X’, where e& 
isonn-thplaceandl Ii<r,n~N. 
Then A;(E) := {f,‘[ : n < m, i 5 r} c X’ and (XI,. . . ,x,+1,0,0,. . .) E COAL(E). 
Sincenk))x,ll,‘,k In’ll/lxlll~+l for n E N, then (0 ,..., O,x,,x,+l,...) E B;(c). 
Thusx E By +coA;(~). Hence Bi+,(l) c B;(E) +coA;(~). 
For m E N we put P,,, : X’ --+ X’, (xn) + (0,. . . ,0,x*,0,. . .), where x, is on 
m-th place. Clearly, Pm,m E N, are continuous linear projections with 
dim P,,,(Y) = r and P,Pl = 0 for m # I. Let x E X’ and k E N. Since 
nkilxnll;,k 5 n-'IIlxllikr+l> n E N, then lim~nkllx~ll,‘,& = 0. Hence ~~=, P,x = 
x,x E X’. Thus X’ has a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposi- 
tion. 0 
Now we prove that X’ has no Schauder basis. 
Theorem 3. For any sequence (&) C L(X') such that c,“=, Qkx = x,x E X’, 
there exists k E N with dim Qk(Xr) 2 r. In particular, the space X’ has no 
Schauder basis. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradjction, that dim Qk(Xr) < r for any k E N. Since the 
sequence (Qk) is pointwise bounded, then, by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem 
(561, Theorem 3.37), the operators Qk, k E N, are equicontinuous. Hence foI 
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every continuous seminorm p on X r the seminorm q:Xr---~ [0, c~),x---* 
maxkp(Qkx)  is cont inuous on X r. Thus there exist integersp0 = 0 < Pl < "" • < 
X r C r Pr<Pr+l and a constant C such that max~lIIQk IIIp,+~-< Illxlllp,+, for 
0<i<r .  
Let n E a r l ({ (p l , . . .  ,Pr)}). Let J ,  : X~ ~ X r be the natural embedding and 
P ,  : X r ~ X[  the natural projection. Then IllJ~xl[l~ -- n~llxllr, k for x ~ XL 
k E [~, and Ile, x[l~',k _< n-klllxl[l£ fo rx  E Xr, k E N. Put Tk = PnakJ ,  fo rk  E [~. 
Then (Tk) C £ (xr ) ,  maxk dim Tk(X  r) < r and ~-'~.t:~__ l Tkx = x for all x E X~. 
For 0 < i < r, x E X, ~ we have 
r 
rnkax ]] Tkx[l~,p,+ 1= mkax Ile, QkJnxll~,p,+ 1 - < max n -P ' - l / ,  I l lQkJ.xl l lp, + ~ _< 
n-pi-lflllJnx[llpi+, CnPi+l -p i - l  X r  CnPi+l X r 
r : II [[,,p,+~-< II [I,,p,+,- 
= --- Ix[,,i+ 1 X S n ,  Since Ilxll~,p~+l [[xl[~,p~+~ r for X r 0 < i < r, then 
maxlTkx] . i  < p~+~ r k .~,~ _ Cn [xln,y for all x E Xn ~, 1 < j < r + 1. 
r Hence max{i[Te[l, j  : k  E ~d, 1 < j  _< r+ 1} < Cn m+~. Using Lemma 1 we obtain 
CnP,+~ >_2"d -~. Thus 2nn -p'+t < Cd z for every n in the infinite set 
a~ -~ ({ (P~,..- ,Pr)}). Since l im, 2"n -p~+~ = 0% we get a contradiction. []  
Corol lary 4. Let Y be a Frbchet space. For any sequence ( Qk ) c £. ( X r × Y)  such 
that ~ X r ~--]k=l Qkz=z ,  zE  × Y, thereex is tskE~wi thd imQ~(Xr  x Y )>r .  
In particular, the Frkchet space X r × Y has no Schauder basis. 
Proof. Let P :  X r x Y ~ X r, (x,y) --* x, and S:  X ~ ~ X r x Y ,x  ~ (x,0). 
Put QO = PQkS for k a [~. Then (QO) c £(X~), ~f f=l  Q °x  = x for all x E X r 
and dim Q°(Xr )  < dim Q~(X r × Y), k E ~. Using Theorem 3, we get the cor- 
ollary. []  
By Theorem 3 and the proof  of  Proposit ion 2 we obtain 
Corollary 5. The spaces X r, r E No, are pairwise-nonisomorphic. 
Now we construct a nuclear Fr6chet space with a finite-dimensional Schauder 
decomposit ion but without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decom- 
posit ion (cf [5]). 
Put ~v0 = U{~pr : r E N0}. Let a0 : N ~ ~v0 be an infinity-to-one surjection. 
Let n E N. Set a0(n) = (P l , . . .  ,Pr(n)) and P0 = 0. Consider the following se- 
r(~)~ of  norms on the space X~ (~) Kr(n): quence ([[ • ,,,,  )k= 1 = 
I . ,r(,,) 
"X [n,j + 1 
HxJS; . = '  
AIn, r(n) + 1 
i fp j  < k ~_pj.q-l,O ~ j  ~ r(n) -- 1, 
if k > Pr(,). 
r(n) for all " '(") Clearly Ilxlir~(,~¢ ) < [[xI[.,k+, x E x .  ,x  E N. 
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Let ]]]x]lj~ = sup,nkllx,]l$! for x = (x,,) E n,“=, X,““‘,k E N and 
Jb’ = 
1 
x E 4 X$n) : lllxlll~ < cm for all k E IV}. 
’ Clearly3 (III . IIlk> is a non-decreasing sequence of norms on the linear space X”. 
The proof of Proposition 2 with obvious changes gives the following. 
Proposition 6. The metrizable Its X0 = (X0, (1 II . I II!!) is a nuclear Frechet space 
with a$nite-dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
Similarly, the proof of Theorem 3 with slight changes shows the following the- 
orem. 
Theorem 7. For any sequence (Qk) c .L (X0) such that Cp=, Qkx = x,x E X0, 
we have supk dim Qk(X’) = 00. In particular, the space X0 has no stronglyjinite- 
dimensional Schauder decomposition. 
Corollary 8. Let Y be a Frtchet space. For any sequence (Qk) c _C(X” x Y) such 
that CT= 1 Qkz = z, z E X0 x Y, we have sup, dim Qk(X” x Y) = 00. In partic- 
ular, the Frechet space X0 x Y has no strongly finite-dimensional Schauder de- 
composition. 
Using Proposition 2 and Corollary 4 we obtain the following. 
Corollary 9. The Cartesian product n r l No X’ is a nuclear Frechet space with a 
finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a strongly finite-dimen- 
sional Schauder decomposition. This space has no continuous norm, so it is not 
isomorphic to X0. 
Finally, we construct a nuclear Frechet space with a Schauder decomposition 
but without the bounded approximation property, in particular, without a fi- 
nite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (cf [lo]). 
LetcrEDdwithO<lal<1.ForkENandx=(x,,,,,)EDd~xX”Xweput 
IlXllk = 
max 
( 
U ({lxn,p,qlkn+P+q : q 5 k) u W’X,,~,~ - xn+l,p,qlkn+P+q : q > k)) 
w ) 
and let 
X = {x E K”xNxR1 : llxllk < 00 for all k E N}. 
Note that (11 . Ilk) is a non-decreasing sequence of norms on the linear space X. 
Indeed, if x E X, k E N and llx]lk = 0, then xn,p,q = 0 if q 2 k and xn,p,q = 
Xl,A@ P@-‘) if q > k. Fixp,q E t+J and take 1 E N with I> max{]a]-P,q}. Then 
Ix~,~,~] max,(laJ’ll)“/J’+q 5 ]]xllr < cc. Hence XI,~,~ = 0, so x = 0. 
Since 
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ma?hp bPxn,,,k+ I - x,+ I,p,k+ 1 lkn+p+k+ 1 I 
then (Ix[(~ 5 IIxjlk+r for all x E X, k E ti. 
maxn,p th,,,k+d(k+ l)n+p+k+l, 
We have the following 
Proposition 10. The metrizubie lcs X = (X, (11 . Ilk)) is a nuclear Fr&het space 
with a Schuuder decomposition. 
Proof. First we prove that X is a Frechet space. Let (x”) be a Cauchy sequence 
in X and .xm = (z$,J,~,~~ N, m E N. Then 
Vk E NtJE > 0 3M(c, k) > OVm, I > M(E, k) : IJxm - x’(lk < E. 
Fix n,p,q E N and k 2 q. Then 
Vc > OVm, 1 > M(E, k) : Ixzp,q - xi,,,,1 I llx* - x’(lk I E, 
so (Xncyp, ,I,” 1 
for some x:,~,~ 
is a Cauchy sequence in (K, I . I). Thus lim, Jx,&~ - x&J = 0 
E K. Put x0 = (x&J. Let k E N. Then 
VE > OVm, 1 > M(E, k) Vn,p E NVq 5 k : Ix,&~ - x~,p,Jknfp’q 5 E. 
Hence Vc > OVm > M(c, k) Vn,p E N Vq 5 k : IxG,~ - x&,Jkn+P+q I C. 
Similarly, we obtain that VE > 0 Vm > M(E, k) Vn,p E N Vq > k : 
bP(X:p,q - X,qp,q) - (X,“,,,,,, - XnO+I,p,qw+p+q 5 E. 
Hence VE > OVm > M(c, k) : llxm - x”llk 5 E. Since Ilxrnllk < 00, then (lx’llk < 
co. Thus x0 E X, and lim, IJxm - X”llk = 0 for all k E N. 
To prove that X is nuclear we show that for all k E N, E > 0 there exists a 
finite subset A; of X such that Bi+, c B; + co A; where BL+ 1 = 
{X E x : IIXllk+l < l}and B; = {X E x : [[Xjlk 5 C}. 
Let k E N, E > 0. Choose m E N with [k(k + l)-‘lm < E. Put t = [k(k + 1)-r]. 
Let {e,,,,, : n,p,q E N} be the canonical ‘basis’ in A’. Let x E Bi+l. 
For (p, q) E N2 we put x(Plq) = C,” I x,,p,qen,p,p ; clearly x(Plq) E Bi+ ,. 
Letp,q E N withp + q < m,q 5 k + 1. Then JIx(P,q) - crz; &,p,qen,p,qljk 2 
FF; Ixn,p,qlkn+P+q = 
- 
FFz Jxn,p,41(k + l)“+P+qtn+p+q 5 IIx(P’q)[lk+,tm 5 E, 
_ 
and maxn Ix~,~,~J 5 max, Ixn,p,ql(k + l)“fp+q = IIx(p’q)jjk+r 5 1. 
Hence x(P>@ E B; + co {en,p,q : n < m}. 
Letp,qENwithp+q<m,q>k+l.Put 
Y “,p,q = (a-“‘Xn,p,q -~-‘““‘PX,+I,p,q),fn,p,q = 2 QkPek,p,q,n E N. 
k=l 
Since 
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m-1 m-1 
C Yn,p,q.Lq = C en,p,q(xn,p,q - cJ"-~)Px,,~,~), 
n=l n=l 
then we obtain IIx(P24) - C:L,’ ~,,~,~f~,~,~ll~ = 
IIE 
m-1 
xn,p,qen,p,q + xm,p,qa-pm( C ~Pnen,p,qh = 
tl=l n=l 
Ff; IQPxn,p,q - xn+l,p,qlkn+P+q = - 
yfz Iapx,,p,q - xn+l,p,ql(k + l)n+p+qtn+p+q 5 11 x(p>q)Jlk+ltm 5 E. 
- 
Moreover we have mm, Ilyn,p,qh,p,qllk+l = IJx(~~~)I~~+~ I 1. 
Hence x(P*q) E Bi + co {pp,qfn,p,q : n < m} for any /3p,q E K with 
IlPP,&,P,qllk+I 2 1, fern < m* 
It is easy to check that ((x - xp+q<m x(plq)(lk 5 tm((~((k+l 5 c. Thus x E 
Bk + COA; where A; = ({en,p,q : n,p + 4 < m,q 5 k+ 1lU {Pp,qfn,p,q : n,p+ 
q<m,q>k+l}).HenceB~+r cB;+coA;. 
For n E N we put P, : X + X,x+ &+q=n x(J’34). Clearly, P,,,n E N 
are continuous linear projections and P,P, = 0 for n # m. Since 
IIx- Cp+q<m x(plq)llk 5 [k(k + l)-‘]“IIxllk+i for any k,m E IN!, then 
c pfq<m x(~~~)+xinX,asm--,oo;sox=~~=iPmxforanyxEX.Of 
course P, # 0, n E N. Thus X has a Schauder decomposition. 0 
Now we show the following 
Theorem 11. The space X has not the bounded approximation property, 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a sequence (A,) c L (X) 
with dim A,,(X) < 00, n E N, such that A,x + x for all x E X. By the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem the operators An,n E N, are equicontinuous. Thus there 
exist k, 1 E N with k < I and a constant C > 0 such that 
mfx llA,,xlli 5 Cllxllk andmtx lIAnxllk+ I I Cllxllr for all x E X. 
Since dim A,(X) < 00, n E N, then 
V’n E N 3C, > OVx E X : lJAn~ll~+~ 5 C,JJA,xll,. 
Let (xm) be a Cauchy sequence in (X, 1) . Ill) that converges to 0 in (X, II . Ilk). We 
show that it converges to 0 in (X, I( . Ilki 1). Let 6 > 0. Then there exist t, n, s E N 
such that llxm - ~‘11, 5 6 for m 2 t, [Ix’ - An~rllk+l 5 6, and Cnllxmllk 5 6 for 
m 2 s. Hence, for m 2 max{ 1, s} we have 
IIx~II~+~ 5 max{llxm -x’llk+,, II~‘-~n~‘ll~+~, II~~~~‘-~m~ll~+~~ll~n~mll~+,~~ 
max{ JIxm -x’(l[, s, CIlx’-xmll~, cGlIx”ll~)l qc + 1). 
Thus ll~‘%+, +O,asm+oc. 
In order to get a contradiction, we takep E IV with /IalP < 1 and put 
xm --5 ff”‘&,p,k+l,m E ft.& 
il=I 
For t, m E N with t < m, we obtain 
IJXrn - XflJI = P+k+’ r+ll~xsm(llclP)” = P+k+yllcrlq’+l. 
Thus (xm) is a Cauchy sequence in (X, II . [I[). 
Furthermore we have 
llXmllk =maxl<n<m I~Yx,~~,k+l-X,m+I,p,k+lIk 
n+p+k+l = 
- - 
I~/P(m+l)km+p+k+l < kP+k(l(alP)m+l -+ 0, aS 171 t 00, 
and 
llXrn IIk+l = lfpf:m l#“(k+ l)“+p+k+l + 0, as m 3 03. 0 - - 
Corollary 12. For any Frtkhet space Y the space X x Y has not the bounded ap- 
proximatiok property. 
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